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A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.                                 Chinese Proverb

INTRODUCTION

K
nowledge is power.  For the loved ones of people who abuse substances,
knowledge is the power to support without enabling, to spot problems, to take
care of themselves, and to know when they are powerless.  The purpose of this

pamphlet is to empower you with basic knowledge about addiction and recovery.
We explain the treatment philosophy of a typical rehabilitation center to help you

appreciate what your loved one is going through.  Most rehabs expect a lot from patients -- they
are not geared to providing rest and relaxation.  Rehabs help people change, and change is
difficult.

Commonly used AA/NA slogans are sprinkled throughout this pamphlet.  These slogans
help recovering people change their addictive thinking.  They also summarize many of the
basic principles of Twelve Step programs.  Knowing them can help you understand the
recovery process.

Later sections describe common mental illnesses and signs of addiction.  These lists are
by no means complete.  They are a starting point for learning about the illnesses your loved one
faces.  The steps of AA/Al-Anon are included to show you one path of recovery from the
damage done to your faith, trust, and love for someone who has abused substances. 

No matter what your situation, congratulate yourself for taking the time to read this
pamphlet.   Doing so may be a step along the way to recovery for you and your loved one.

I. TREATMENT PRINCIPLES

1. Recovery starts with total abstinence from alcohol and other drugs.

T
oo many of us believe that a little bit of a substance, or certain substances, won’t
hurt our loved ones.  We may argue that a little marijuana or “just a beer or two”
won’t do any harm.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  If our loved ones

could control their substance use, they wouldn’t be in rehab.  They cannot afford to use even
the smallest amount of alcohol and other drugs (AAOD.)  The only way for them to stay clean
and sober is to follow the AA /NA slogan:

Don’t Pick Up the First Drink/Drug

Someone who has been addicted can never safely use AAOD in any amount.  This
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includes drugs other than the ones they abused.  The recovering heroin addict cannot safely
drink wine.  The recovering alcoholic cannot safely smoke marijuana.  The recovering cocaine
addict cannot take an extra painkiller, “just to take the edge off.”

If someone has a mental illness, any use of alcohol and other drugs is an especially bad
idea.   Compared to the general population, people who have a mental illness and who abuse
AAOD are:

< Two to five times more likely to get addicted to AAOD.
< Less likely to take medications or to take them as prescribed. 
< Less likely to be helped by medications.  
< More likely to have side effects from medications. 
< More likely to get arrested.
< More likely to attempt suicide.

2. Some people need to take medications.

P
eople in recovery still have medical and psychological  problems that may require
medication.  Taking medication can be part of recovery, if a few simple guidelines
are followed.1

Obviously, people in recovery shouldn’t drink alcohol or use illegal drugs.  They should also:
A. Stop taking any medication that isn’t prescribed for them.
B. Take over-the-counter medications only as directed, with permission from a 

doctor familiar with addiction.  Over-the-counter medications that contain alcohol
should never be taken.

C. Find a doctor familiar with addiction.  Avoid Drs. Feelgood, Gullible, and Busy.  
� Dr. Feelgood prescribes addictive substances without much concern about

how many  patients are becoming addicted.
� Dr. Gullible falls for the schemes and scams addicts use to get unneeded

medications.  
� Dr. Busy sees too many patients to argue about a particular medication with

a particular patient. 
D. Taper off unnecessary medications.  Find other ways to deal with symptoms. 

Make lifestyle changes to reduce the amount of medication needed.  For example,
some people find they don’t need medications for anxiety when they avoid sugar,
caffeine, and as much stress as possible.

E. Treat whatever still needs to be treated.  There is no shame or slip in taking
medications that are medically necessary.  

F. Do everything possible to stay sober and stable on as little medication as possible.
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE I
Some people wonder why beer and wine are lumped together with hard liquors, such as
vodka or whiskey.  After all, beer is mostly water and whiskey has a lot more alcohol.  The
exercise below may help explain why.

NRank in order which has the most pure alcohol and which has the least:
__one ounce of 86 proof whiskey
__3 ½ ounces of dry wine
__2 ½ ounces of sweet wine
__one 12 ounce can of beer
__Two and ½  ounces of Nyquell                                      (Answer on page 18.)

3. The wisdom and experience of Twelve Step programs are the key to recovery

for many people.  

A
lthough not directly affiliated with AA, NA, or other Twelve Step fellowships,
most rehabs use Twelve Step principles to teach people to live productive, happy,
and sober lives.  Beyond staying clean and sober, Twelve Step programs help

people clear the wreckage of their pasts, live in the moment, and move towards a healthier
future.  Key parts of the Twelve Step programs include:

< Working the Steps:  The steps are the road map for cleaning out one’s life, and
moving away from substance abuse.  The short version of the steps is: admit you
cannot use AAOD, find help, take stock, make amends, and help others.

< Slogans: although some newcomers find them trite, the slogans can help people
change their automatic thinking.  Commonly used slogans include:

One Day At A Time
Easy Does It, But Do It

First Things First
Principles Before Personalities

There is no problem so bad a drink/drug cannot make it worse

< Gratitude: The founders of AA noticed that many people relapsed because they
felt sorry for themselves. Adopting  “an attitude of gratitude” helps people
overcome self-pity, and channel their energy towards positive growth.

< Meetings: Experience has shown that people who attend Twelve Step meetings
tend to stay clean and sober longer than those who don’t. 

< Sponsor: A sponsor is someone in recovery who can show the newcomer “the
ropes.”  A good sponsor has a year or more of recovery, is knowledgeable,
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The worst thing that can happen to an alcoholic/addict is to have time on his hands with
money in his pockets.

available, and healthy in his or her own life.  A good sponsor knows how to say
“no,” never doing for  recovering people what they can do for themselves.

< Service: Recovering people who have taken so much from society benefit from
being of service to others.  

4. Half of recovery is using common sense to avoid relapse.

B
elow is a checklist of commonsense steps to help your loved one stay clean and
sober.  Nothing will guarantee recovery, but helping them follow these guidelines
improves their chances for success:

__ Use Twelve Step programs.  Go to meetings, get phone numbers, share feelings,
and ask questions.

__ Get regular exercise. 
__ Spend as little time as possible around alcohol and other drugs.  
__ Pick up the phone.  Call someone who understands recovery and the need to

abstain from AAOD.
__ HALT: (This is an AA/NA slogan warns against becoming too hungry, angry,

lonely, or tired, which are all relapse triggers.)
__ Avoid reminders of using alcohol and other drugs, especially paraphernalia.  (Tear

down the  basement bar.  Throw out pipes, clips, rolling papers, needles, etc.) 
__ Do kind things for others with no expectation of reward. 
__ Don’t spend time with drinking/drugging pals, even if they are not getting high

around you.  
__ Find activities that are not tied to drinking or taking drugs.
__ Develop a healthy routine.

5.  Groups are the best way to treat addiction.

 G
roups have several advantages.  As they say in AA, NA and other Twelve Step
fellowships, groups allow people to share their experience, strength, and hope. 
Who knows better than a fellow addict how much addiction hurts?  Who better to

show that the recovering life can be a happy life?
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Joy shared is doubled,  pain shared is halved.

Groups also help people see their blind spots.   Too often those of us who are addicted2

can see the splinter in our neighbor’s eye, but miss the plank in our own. We can’t see that our
addictions are killing us and the people around us. 

Sometimes we see what we want to see, living in a world of half-truths and denial.
Denial includes all the distortions of the truth we addicts use to avoid facing our substance
abuse problems.  Groups of alcoholics and other addicts are especially good at spotting denial.

Sometimes we clearly see the truth, but choose to lie about it.  Groups are a powerful
tool for spotting and confronting the lies addicts like to tell.  Many times we have told the same
lies ourselves. 

Groups help people feel connected.  The newly recovering alcoholic or other addict
learns that he is not alone.  Others know his pain, they understand his frustration, shame, and
anger.  Being part of a group teaches him he need not walk alone along the path of recovery.

6. Many alcoholics/addicts suffer from mental illnesses that must be treated at

the same time as their addictions.

M
any people suffer from both an addiction and a mental illness.  In times past,
treatment professionals thought that treating one of the illnesses would cure the
other.  For example, mental health workers thought that patients who overcame

their depression would stop drinking.   Substance abuse professionals argued that if a patient
quit drinking, he wouldn’t have anything to be depressed about.  Unfortunately, too many
patients discovered they were depressed with or without alcohol and other drugs in their
bloodstreams.  They got sober, worked on their recovery, changed their lives, and felt terrible.

Others took antidepressants, attended therapy, changed their lifestyles, and still craved
alcohol.   Many combined alcohol with antidepressants, making their medications ineffective
and putting their health at risk.

We now know that the most effective treatment for both illnesses is provided at the same
time, in the same place, by the same treatment team.   This is true regardless of which disease,
mental illness or addiction, appeared first.  (If someone starts shooting heroin to treat his
depression, he will become just as addicted as the guy who started shooting heroin for kicks
and become depressed after destroying his life.)
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“There are those too who suffer from grave emotional and mental disorders, but
many of them do recover if they have the capacity to be honest."           pg. 58 , Alcoholics
Anonymous

7. Families can help people recover, and their first duty is to help themselves.  

T
he purpose of any rehab’s family program is to help you and your loved one
recover from the effects of substance abuse.  There are things you can do to
improve the odds for your loved one, whether or not you have a problem with

AAOD. You may be in complete control of your drinking, for example, but we still advise you
not to drink in front of your loved one. 

Your loved one may not be ready to recover from substance abuse, or may have little
interest in recovery.  The best you can do in this situation is to pursue your own recovery from
the disappointments, hurts, and resentments that loved ones' may have inflicted upon you.  
We suggest you...

< Attend the family programs offered by various agencies and organizations.  Find
the answers to questions about addiction, recovery, and mental health.  Attend Al-
Anon and Nar-Anon meetings.  Phone numbers for Al-Anon and Nar-Anon are
listed in the Resources section of this pamphlet.

< Allow your loved ones to feel the natural consequences of their AAOD abuse.
Don’t bail them out of jail, don’t pay their fines, don’t intervene on their behalf. 
Unfortunately, we treat many, many people whose families have shielded them for
years from the consequences of their substance abuse.  Doing so has allowed their
addictions to progress.

< Take care of yourself.  Sometimes the best thing you can do for your addicted
loved one is to take care of yourself.  Taking care of them often prolongs their
addiction.  Not taking care of yourself only prolongs your misery. 

< Learn more about addiction and recovery.  The more you know, the better able you
will be to appropriately support your loved one.  The more you know, the less
likely you are to be conned by your loved one.

< Find support for yourself.  Watching a loved one destroy her life with AAOD can
be devastating.  Letting go and starting your own recovery takes strength.  Find
people who understand what you are going through, who can offer their
experience, strength, and wisdom about recovering from a loved one’s addiction.

Too often the friends and family feel overwhelmed when a loved one relapses.  They
have difficulty making the tough decisions about how best to help.  Writing a plan in case your
loved one relapses before it happens can help.  Write the plan  now while you are thinking
clearly.  Don't wait until a crisis clouds your judgement.  In the back of this pamphlet is a form
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE I I
Which of the following did Bill W., the founder of AA, say about psychiatry?

a. I wouldn’t let those quacks walk my dog.
b. Only alcoholics can help alcoholics feel better.
c. A drug is a drug is a drug.
d. Psychiatry can often release the big neurotic overhang from which many of us suffer.

(Answer on page 18.)

for writing a clear contract.  Each section contains checklists and blank spaces for you to 
adjust your contract to suit your own needs.

II. SIGNS OF ADDICTION

E
xperts disagree about the exact definitions of substance use, abuse, and addiction. 
Don't worry too much about the exact definitions because the people we see
clearly have a problem with AAOD.  (Rarely does someone go to rehab who

doesn't need treatment.  More often, people pressured into treatment don't recognize how
severely they are addicted .)

Most professions rely on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition  (DSM-3

IV) to define addiction.  The DSM-IV lists all of the following as red flags for addiction:
__ Using alcohol and other drugs, even though bad things have happened, or are

likely to happen, as a result.
__ Using, intoxicated, or withdrawing from substance abuse when expected to meet

responsibilities.
__ Using larger amounts /for longer periods of time than planned.
__ Not being able to control use of alcohol or other drugs.  Failed at attempts to stop

using or cut down. 
__ Time is spent getting, using, and recovering from using alcohol and other drugs.
__ Important social, occupational, or recreational activities are given up or reduced

because of substance abuse.
__ Tolerance: more alcohol and other drugs needed to get the same effect as the

initial dose.  Getting less of an effect from alcohol and other drugs over time.
__ Using a substance to avoid its withdrawal.  Using prescription painkillers to avoid

heroin withdrawal, for example.  Drinking a little alcohol in the morning to avoid
the shakes.  Using a substance similar to the one you abuse to avoid withdrawal.
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__ Continuing to use alcohol and other drugs, despite knowing a
physical/psychological problem is being made worse because of your substance
abuse.  Smoking crack despite having high blood pressure, drinking alcohol while
taking insulin, and using amphetamines while being treated for anxiety and
depression are all common examples.

 III. COMMON MENTAL ILLNESSES

B
elow are descriptions of some of the more common mental illnesses.  The list is
by no means complete.  They provide a starting point for exploring the possibility
that your loved has a mental illness as well as an addiction.  Please see the

Recommended Readings section for more information about a particular mental illness, or
mental illness in general. 

Depression
Depression has been called “the common cold of mental illness.”  Some studies have

shown that as many as one in four people will suffer from depression at some point in their
lives.  To be diagnosed as depressed, a person would have to experience at least five of the
following symptoms during the same two-week period.  Of the five, one symptom present has
to be either depressed mood or loss of interest or pleasure:

__having trouble concentrating or making decisions

__loss of energy

__depressed mood, reported or observed

__feeling worthless or very guilty

__restlessness or lack of movement

__thoughts of death, especially suicide

__sleeping way too much or way too little

__losing weight you weren’t trying to lose, gaining weight you weren’t trying to gain

__anhedonia, which is a loss of interest or pleasure in things you used to enjoy

Bipolar Disorder
People coping with Bipolar disorder suffer from depression and have manic episodes. 

Mania means the person is “revved up.” He or she may have three or more of the following:
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__grandiosity: believing you are special in extraordinary ways,

__excessively seeking pleasure, even when it gets you in trouble

__being very talkative, talking very fast for long periods of time

__feeling like your thoughts jump from one idea to the next

__distractibility, having trouble focusing on important things, or one thing at a time

__not needing much sleep, or nearly as much as was needed before the episode

Anxiety Disorders
Everyone gets anxious from time to time, some of us even panic.  Panic is a problem

only when you panic in a safe situation.  Panicking at the sight of a rottweiler chasing you is
not a sign of mental illness.   Panicking at the thought of riding a bus, standing in a crowd, or
being in a shopping mall is more of a problem.  
Symptoms of panic attacks include:

__your heart felt as if it were racing __sweating

__feeling like you are not part of yourself __feeling short of breath

__fear of dying (at that moment) __chills or hot flashes

__numbness or tingling sensations __nausea

__dizziness or lightheadedness __choking sensations

__feeling as if things aren’t real __chest pain

__fear of losing control or going crazy __trembling or shaking

Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Many people feel fairly anxious much of the time.  They may suffer from generalized

anxiety disorder.  List below are some of the symptoms of this disorder:

__worrying a lot about many things

__not being able to control the worry, you cannot seem to stop worrying

__worrying is hurting your life, including work, friendships, and other important areas.

__at least three of these six symptoms more days than not in the last six months:

_restlessness
_can’t concentrate
_sleep problems

_tiring easily
_muscle tension
_ irritability
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Thought disorders 
These disorders cause problems with your thinking. They include schizophrenia,

schizoaffective disorder, and a few other mental illnesses.  Listed below are some of the
symptoms of thought disorders.  

__hallucinations, such as hearing voices or seeing things other people don’t see

__doing things other people think are really strange

__catatonia – staying in the same position for hours and hours.

__not being able to make people understand what you mean to say.

__negative symptoms, such as not feeling any emotions, or having no energy

__withdrawal – avoiding others because of lack of energy, bizarre beliefs, rejection from
peers, etc.

__lack of energy – not laziness, but no energy to do even fun things.

__confusion about sense of self, including feeling you are not really you 

__delusions, such as thinking you have special powers; or ideas of reference such as
thinking the TV is sending special messages to you

Personality Disorders
Borderline personality disorder and antisocial personality disorder are the two most

common types.  People with personality disorders have  trouble getting along with other
people.  They have a hard time seeing the other person’s point of view.  They may have trouble
understanding why other people don’t behave the way they expect them to.  

People coping with borderline personality disorder (BPD):

__don't trust people, even after they have shown themselves to be trustworthy

__often have poor impulse control and want their needs taken care of NOW

__often suffer from chronic emptiness and boredom

__are very dependent on other people or use them like tools.

__ have intense and unstable relationships __usually fear being abandoned

__ use anger in place of other emotions __are overly dramatic, living for crises

__cut themselves or make suicidal gestures __ are very impulsive

__need to be the center of attention, have trouble accepting themselves
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__ emotions are more intense, change more quickly than would be expected, last longer
than would be expected, and do not always seem appropriate to the situation.

__may need to be told again and again that they are attractive, intelligent, etc

Some studies estimate that 84% of people coping with Antisocial Personality
Disorder abuse substances.  People with ASP:

__usually don’t care about other people’s rights, feelings, and needs

__tend to believe in “survival of the fittest” and apply this to themselves

__feel a coldness toward other people, not being able to put yourself in their shoes

__often have no conscience, acting moral to appear good to other people

__often use violence to get what they want

__don’t often feel bad when they hurt other people

__have trouble keeping relationships going, but may abuse someone in a relationship for
years.  

__ tend to start using alcohol and other drugs at an earlier age than most people

IV.  A WORD ABOUT COMMONLY ABUSED SUBSTANCES

F
amily members are often baffled by their loved one's abuse of substances.  They
tend to ask two basic questions.  First, “why can't they see they need help?” And
second, “what can be done about it?” Without going into the technicalities of brain

chemistry for every substance abused, we can look at some commonly abused substances to
answer these questions. 

Alcohol
Because alcohol is legal, many people don't consider alcohol a real drug.  In fact, alcohol

is the drug that has the greatest negative impact on society.  People are often slow to recognize
alcohol’s destructive nature in our loved ones.  There are many reasons for our lack of insight.

Alcohol is selectively addictive.  Not everyone who drinks becomes addicted to alcohol. 
Most people who drink suffer no apparent consequences, with no descent into addiction. 
Unfortunately, some people are born with a genetic background that predisposes them to
alcohol addiction.  Others drink enough alcohol to alter their brain chemistry and become
addicted.
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 Many dyed-in-the-wool alcoholics  complain about being lumped with “those
junkies” in treatment.  They are surprised to find that many “drug addicts” have a low
opinion of alcoholics.

“They puke and they drool.  Never see me doing that on methadone.”
“They want to fight all the time.  They're a real pain to be around.”

Alcohol is socially acceptable.  Unlike heroin or cocaine, alcohol is part of mainstream
culture.  We don’t expect to see a tray of heroin or crack at the office Christmas party, but
might be surprised if no alcohol was served.

For all these reasons, getting someone to quit drinking can be an uphill battle.  We start
by reviewing the signs of addiction, asking the patient how many of them apply to his or her
abuse of alcohol.  We ask them to look at the consequences of their alcohol use, their attitudes
toward alcohol, and the context of their drinking.  (Drinking a can of beer at tailgate party is a
different context than drinking a can of beer on the way to work in the morning.)  We get
people to focus on their use of alcohol, not their perception of how dangerous alcohol is
compared to other drugs.

Marijuana
Next to alcohol, marijuana is the most widely used and socially acceptable drug. Not

only is marijuana socially acceptable, cannabis is held aloft as a cultural banner in some circles. 
Celebrities such as Woody Harrelson and Willie Nelson champion the drive to legalize
marijuana.  Others argue that marijuana should be legalized for medical and industrial use.

Political debate about marijuana’s legal status are often a way for patients to avoid
discussing addiction.  Most professionals focus on why using any AAOD, including marijuana
destroys recovery.  We tell patients, if you have glaucoma or AIDS, see your doc, tell him or
her you’re an addict, and see if there is nothing else that will work.

Cocaine
Despite all its bad publicity, powder cocaine still has a false glitter about it.  Too many

people still see cocaine as a status drug.  
Some jobs lend themselves to cocaine abuse.  The salesman who wants a “pick me up”

that supplies euphoria, alertness, and self-confidence may be drawn to cocaine.   Models who4

want to stay thin, athletes who want to train harder, lawyers who need to crank out billable
hours, and anyone else who wants to work beyond the human body's natural capacity may find
cocaine alluring.  Crack, a processed and smokeable form of cocaine, is probably the most
highly addictive drug used today.  Some experts estimate that smoking crack two to three times
can cause cellular changes and addiction.  Crack is readily available.  Some crack dealers even
deliver.
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People who think withdrawal from opioids is like the flu usually haven’t been through
withdrawal or work for insurance companies who only want pay for at-home detox.

Because cocaine interferes with the pleasure centers of the brain, many people find life
flat and boring during their first year or so clean.  People in recovery need to stay busy to avoid
focusing on missing the excitement of cocaine.  They need to stay on task, not picking up the
first drink/drug, going to that day's NA meeting, and living up to their responsibilities.  

Opioids
The main problem with opioids such as heroin and morphine is that they are physically

very addictive.   Many long-term opioid users need methadone, heroin, etc. just to not feel sick. 
They have very little recollection of what normal feels like, and only rarely get high from using
opioids.

Opioids are surprisingly available, especially Oxycontin®.  Professionals are no longer
surprised to treat eighteen year olds who have taken “OCs” for two or more years.  Further,
heroin is now potent and plentiful.  Many people who wouldn't travel far to try heroin – and
who wouldn't use a needle – don't have to.  They can snort heroin available to them in their
own neighborhoods.

Many opioids are available by prescription.  Doctors and dentists struggle with
prescribing enough of these potent drugs to treat pain, without prescribing enough to treat
patients to a “sly high.”  Pain is very subjective -- how much Dilaudid, Percodan, or
Oxycodone is just enough?  We addicts become very skilled at convincing professionals we
need more medication than our pain warrants.

 In addition to standard practices for heroin treatment, professionals hold patients
responsible for doing everything possible to lower their need for medication, and to use
nonchemical means to cope with pain.  Patients need to be rigorously honest with a doctor
familiar with addiction, who has the ultimate control of how much medication is enough.  This
means taking medications exactly as prescribed, after all other avenues have been exhausted.

Club or Designer Drugs/ Hallucinogens
The problem with designer drugs such GHB, XTC, Ketamine, and others is that they are

becoming ingrained in a whole culture, a tough new generation of substance abusers.  Many of
these drugs have a false reputation for being harmless.  That reputation is just now starting to
tarnish as young users recognize the harmful effects of these drugs.  

Many designer drug users put no credence in what treatment professionals say.  These
professionals often haven’t tried these drugs.  Some of these professionals are thirty years old,
or even older!

Many professionals focus on education in treating designer drug abuse.  They explain
how new research shows how these drugs can be very damaging to the brain.  Patients are
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE III
NListed below are some of the characteristics of other drugs such as cocaine, heroin,

and amphetamines.  Check any that are also true of alcohol.
__Can cause tolerance.
__Can cause cells to change. 
__People who use enough of it go through withdrawal when they stop taking it.
__Can change people’s moods.
__Can change the way people think.
__Dulls pain.
__Acts as a stimulant in small doses.
__Acts as a depressant in large doses.
__Is used to escape reality.
__Makes people do things they might never do when they weren’t under the influence.
__Is toxic to some internal organs.
__Overdose can be fatal.
__Can produce withdrawal hallucinations                    (Answer on page 18.)

asked discuss negative experiences they may have had, or heard about, from designer drug
abuse.  

V.   COMMON CONCERNS & QUESTIONS

F
amilies frequently ask several questions about addiction, mental illness and
recovery.  Listed below are answers to many of these questions.  If you need
further information, please do not hesitate to seek professional advice.  

< When will she be done with those meetings?
Hopefully never.   Attending Twelve Step meetings should be a lifelong habit that
enhances her recovery and helps her stay clean and sober.

< Won’t he learn bad habits from those addicts?
By the time someone arrives in treatment he has learned most of the bad habits he
is going to learn.  Professionals teach people new habits such as taking a daily
inventory, growing spiritually, being of service to others, etc.
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< Why should I go to Al-Anon?  I don't have the problem.
Al-Anon and Nar-Anon are where people go to learn about loved ones' addictions
from others who have been in their shoes.  Al-Anon and Nar-Anon members know
what you are going through, and have learned ways to help themselves and their
loved ones.  They know what it takes to heal from the pain and suffering a loved
one's addiction.

< I am not an alcoholic and I want to keep liquor in the house, but out of sight of my
husband.  Why shouldn't I?

Because your husband will probably find your liquor.  The closer liquor is at hand,
the less of an impulse it takes for him to pick up that first drink.  The further away
you keep liquor from your husband, the better his chances are for staying sober.
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VI. RESOURCES

Important Email Addresses, Phone Numbers, & Websites

Al-Anon/Alateen aisboardmembers@yahoo.com www.al-anon.alateen.org/
http://www.pa-al-anon.org

Nar-Anon/Narateen (800) 477-6291 wso@nar-anon.org www.nar-anon.org/
sites.google.com/site/naranonwpa/

Alcoholics Anonymous

Narcotics Anonymous

National Alliance for
The Mentally Ill

www.nami.org/
www.namiswpa.org/content/index.php

National Institute on
Drug Abuse

www.nida.nih.org/

Recommended Reading/References
Available through Hazelden Publishing 1-800-328-9000
< Everything You Need to Know about Chemical Dependence: Vernon Johnson's complete

guide for families, by Vernon Johnson
< Reclaim Your Family from Addiction: How couples and families recover love and

meaning, by Craig Nakken
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Hazelden Series on Dual Diagnosis:
< Understanding Bipolar Disorder & Addiction
< Understanding Depression & Addiction
< Understanding Personality Disorders & Addiction 
< Understanding Schizophrenia & Addiction

Available through Greenbriar Publishing
< Hauling It to the Curb: Cleaning up your life in early recovery, by Ken Montrose
< Staying Sober, Taking Medications: A guide for people in recovery,  by Ken Montrose

NOTES

ANSWERS TO TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE:
I. They all have roughly the same amount of alcohol.
II. d.
III. all items are true of alcohol.
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An Agreement . . .

As a recovering alcoholic or other type of addict, you cannot safely use alcohol or other
drugs(AAOD) in any form.  Because I care about you, I will not ignore signs you are using
AAOD, nor will I help you avoid any consequences of your substance abuse.

If you face job loss, fines, jail, homelessness, or any other consequences you do so because of
something you did, not something I did.  Therefore, I will not lie for you, nor will I pay fines,
bail you out of jail, pay your rent or car payments, or do anything else to make it easier for you
to keep using AAOD.

Do not mistake my refusal to rescue you for callousness.  I have only two choices because of
your use of AAOD.  I can keep helping you dig your grave by protecting you from yourself.  Or
I can allow you to feel the full weight of whatever you have done because of AAOD.  

As painful as watching you suffer might be, I choose the second option because I hope that
when you see nobody will rescue you, you will start saving yourself.  When you have shown
you are willing to take responsibility for your own recovery, then and only then, will I help
you. 

Just so we are clear on exactly what I mean, I would like you to read and sign the following
contract.

1.   For me to have any contact with you, you must:
G never be around me when you have been using AAOD
G get rid of all paraphernalia, including shot glasses, beer steins, roach clips, etc.
G get rid of all drugs, including those other than the one you used most
G let someone else keep all prescribed medications that may be habit forming
G  _______________________________________________________

G ___________________________________________________
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2. We agree that the following are the most likely signs that you have been using AAOD. 
a. physical signs

G unhealthy changes in sleep
G unhealthy changes in appetite
G unhealthy changes in appearance, such as glassy eyes, dilated pupils, skin     

 abscesses and sores
G _______________________________________________________

G _______________________________________________________
b. relationship signs

G isolation
G returning to old haunts – going back to the bar or hanging out with drug-

using friends
G secretiveness
G dishonesty in any form
G _______________________________________________________

G _______________________________________________________

c. psychological signs
G irritability
G grandiosity
G memory loss
G difficulty concentrating
G __________________________________________________

G __________________________________________________

d. financial signs
G needing to borrow money 
G having money you cannot account for
G _____________________________________________________

G _____________________________________________________
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e. other signs
G _______________________________________________________

G _______________________________________________________

G _______________________________________________________

G _______________________________________________________

If I see any of these signs I will bring them to your attention.  This is not because I don't trust
you, but because I understand how powerful the attraction of AAOD can be to someone who
has been addicted.   I will ask you to:

get a urine or blood drug test for AAOD
G _______________________________________________________

G _______________________________________________________

G _______________________________________________________

If your test is positive for alcohol or other drugs I will:
G _____________________________________________________

G _______________________________________________________

G _______________________________________________________

Your Signature Your loved one’s signature


